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F O R E W O R D

For this exhibition we have brought together artists who consciously explore notions of
abstraction. Their paintings demand an intellectual appreciation, while sometimes, but not
necessarily, also appealing to the emotions. Some works literally abstract from a concrete reality,
perhaps taking their essence from another field of activity, such as architecture or photography;
others achieve an abstraction, or generalised idea, with a relation to the physical world; others
operate from an internal point of reference. The artists in this show employ a variety of models
of painting; they demonstrate different influences, painting languages and systems of working.
They are reflexive, aware of developments in their own field, often painting about painting
itself, commenting on the past, yet engaged by new questions about the phenomenological and
psychological in contemporary experience. 

A number of the artists in this exhibition use geometry or the grid, either loosely or disrupted
for its dynamic on the canvas or perhaps to explore the idea of the rational in compositional
systems. Gesture, if it appears, is deliberate and controlled. All are interested in process,
techniques in the use of materials as well as mental calculation; often colour is key. Few,
however, allow process to take over and, in fact, often offer the viewer evidence of the journey
made: the decision-making, the conflict between doubt and certainty, the theories or
philosophies researched and encompassed. 

The group of artists involved in this exhibition are all UK based. Many of them have exhibited
internationally. All have exhibited widely in this country. Some teach or taught Fine Art, from
BA through to PhD level; others, emerging or mid-career, are more recent graduates of the MA
courses at London art schools, the Royal College, Central Saint Martins, Chelsea, Goldsmiths.
Amongst them are several winners of prestigious art prizes, including the John Moores. 

We have much enjoyed putting this show together. We would like to thank the artists in the
show for agreeing to take part and for giving us so much of their time. We visited each one of
them in his or her studio and are conscious what a privilege this was. We would particularly
like to thank Abstract Critical for very generous support, which enabled us to produce this
publication; and Cass Art, who also supported us generously. We are grateful to Anna Reinhardt,
who administers her father’s estate, for allowing us to use the cartoon he made from which we
have taken the title of the show. And thanks are due too to David Ryan, who wrote the essay
in this catalogue; to Fiona MacDonald, curator of Standpoint Gallery, and Matilda Strang, who
stood in for her while she was in Rome.

Katrina Blannin and Francesca Simon
Curators



H A  H A  W H AT  D O E S  T H I S  R E P R E S E N T ?  David Ryan

“Ha Ha What Does This Represent?” is a group exhibition featuring the work of eighteen
contemporary British painters, and takes its title from a satirical cartoon by Ad Reinhardt made
in the 1940s. A common theme present in the exhibited work, in the broadest sense, is a
commitment to abstract or non-representational work in some form or another. The fact that
painting today, as a practice, feels as vibrant an activity as it does - despite the increasingly
spectacular nature of contemporary art with its sensational, inclusive and participatory agendas
- is remarkable enough. But add the lure that abstraction continues to hold for so many
contemporary painters, and we can discover its sustaining fecundity as a set of mutating
traditions, discursive sites and historical syntheses. In the present context, most of the work
included is marked by an engagement with geometric structures, subdued gestures, colour, and
a deep-rooted concern with the processes of making or constructing. Such a list may well be
as banal as describing the conditions for a piece of music, say, an E Flat major scale, a quartet
of stringed instruments, a schema of tonal modulations etc., without mentioning the
composition itself (or for that matter what a Beethoven, Schubert or Debussy might do with
this same shared material). However, it does highlight the neutral or neutralizing elements that
can inscribe working towards abstraction. This is perhaps one of the most distinctive aspects
of any approach to abstraction: its relationship with a form of labour in order to particularize
its forms. In this sense abstract painting does not refer to an immediate style or a given type of
image (anyone can illustrate an abstract painting…), but more a work upon, or with, these
neutral elements to create something both singular and articulate in some form. Nor does this
demarcate some differentiation between a sense of ‘authentic’ and ‘non-authentic’ painting.
There are many routes towards abstraction within this daily labour upon its forms – from the
highly indeterminate to pre-meditated, pre-fabricated or even appropriational directions. This
is another reason why the processes and methods of making are closely and semantically tied
within abstract painting. Often the work may grow purely out of these working processes, from
‘nothing’ in particular, or breaking a received image down by means of deconstruction and in
doing so allowing the means to take precedence over the reception of the image’s original source.

Interestingly, it is with the rise of abstraction in the early years of the last century that, albeit
highly symbolically, the artist became ‘divorced’ from nature, or was seen to internalize its
means. This is the viewpoint put forward by Wilhelm Worringer in his doctoral thesis written
over 100 years ago, ushering in an alternative to ‘empathy theory’, which had dominated
aesthetics and theories of beauty toward the end of the 19th century. Abstraction, for Worringer,
had marked each of those cultures for which empathy theory proved all but useless: the
Byzantine icons, the entire Islamic tradition, and the artefacts of Africa. These artefacts
represented the opposite pole of the creation of any naturalistic unity of space (as in classical
Greek decorative landscape painting, which created, according to this argument, a situation of



Reinhardt’s cartoon that prefaces this exhibition reflects these drawn battle lines. Dating from
around 1945 it impatiently deals with the depicted beholder’s mocking bewilderment of
expecting a painting to be ‘of something’. Ridicule was common for the reception of abstract
art for this very reason, suggesting either incompetence or evasion. The painting in the image,
which springs to life mirroring the accusatory gesture of the mocking viewer, is not unlike one
of Reinhardt’s own from this period, with a freely calligraphic and yet constructive turn to its
design. This viewer is a typical New York petit bourgeois, a company employee maybe, ‘The
man in the street’ – or Wilhelm Reich’s ‘little man’: too quick to mock that which steps outside
his ideas of ‘normality.’v Most of Reinhardt’s cartoons were published for PM, a left- wing
newspaper with contributions from him up until 1947, including most famously the “How to
Look” series; many of these cartoons, including “Ha Ha What Does This Represent?”, act as a
foil for Reinhardt’s other writings and lectures. At the time, he was formulating a distinction
between a picture, which, “has some subject matter, tells some story,” contrasting this with a
painting, which, for him, was synonymous with ‘pure’ or abstract painting:

Because it is universal, unhistorical, and independent of everyday existence doesn’t
mean it doesn’t have any meaning. […] It is more difficult to write or talk about abstract
painting than about any other painting because the content is not in a subject matter
or story, but in the actual painting activity. Consequently, anyone not actively involved
in line, colour, and space structures will find abstract painting difficult to understand,
naturally.vi

Reinhardt was acute to the split, as he saw it, between ‘picture-purpose’ and ‘painting reason’
and saw these as essentially mutually exclusive: “I will do one or the other for completely
different aims”vii And in this sense his cartoons act as means of proselytizing, albeit humorously,
for modernism, and in particular abstraction. Unlike many of the other playfully didactic
cartoons, “Ha Ha What Does This Represent?” addresses a further split between what we
might call ‘picture expectation’ and ‘painterly embodiment’. For Reinhardt, like Worringer, the
post-cubist abstract painting not only creates and controls ‘a world’ in itself, but also frees the
artist, “completely, from a brutal, barbaric existence.”viii It is this schism that is parodied in his
cartoon, and implies Reinhardt’s argument that a deeper level of representation is at work
within abstraction that will be missed by a cursory, or ineffectual engagement, as his later so-
called ‘black paintings’ clearly exemplified. Unlike later abstractions emanating from New York,
Reinhardt’s paintings, while formulating a down the line materialist position, never completely
jettisoned the idealism that marked an earlier generation of abstractionists. Such idealism,
though, is realized through an increasingly analytical and yet ritualized ‘painting reason’ – what
Reinhardt referred to as ‘art-as-art dogma’ – refining painting’s purity and its ‘otherness’. While
this has been caricatured as mechanically reductive, if his entire output is scrutinized more
closely, it can be seen as surprisingly expansive, albeit compartmentalized. That is, if we see
his writings, his paintings, and his photographs documenting world artefacts, not to mention

empathy with the organic reality of nature within the viewer), but on the contrary realized,
“The possibility of taking the individual thing of the external world out of its arbitrariness and
seeming fortuitousness, of eternalising it by approximation to abstract forms, and in this manner,
of finding a point of tranquillity and a refuge from appearances.”i In pictorial terms this means
a suppression of representational space, and an invocation of the self-referentiality and
‘absoluteness’ of geometrical forms. Worringer’s essay, published in 1908, was in many ways a
defence of expressionism (synonymous then with most earlier modernist forms) – it predates
abstract painting in fact. And yet, it is not such a great leap to Mondrian’s theories and
procedures. As it stands Worringer could be said to have laid the groundwork for a modernist
theory of non-representational work and also its means – geometric form and flatness. But
more than this: he articulates the germination of long-standing arguments around content,
universalism, or the place of the ornamental, the decorative, etc., and also highlights the fact
that abstraction is not just a modernist idea, but an interwoven discourse that cuts across both
temporal and geographic limits. As Hubert Damisch points out, 

Even from a strictly historical point of view, no matter whether the historical perspective
turns into narrative as such, we would have to agree that the problematic of abstraction,
considered as an operative mode or as a thought process, totally surpasses the restricted
area allowed to abstract art in the program of modernity, to say nothing of the temporal
as well as the conceptual limits, thus relegating it to the status of a “genre.” Abstraction,
in the broader sense, is something that goes upstream far beyond the medieval period
and the so-called dispute of “universals,” up to what is conventionally regarded as the
Greek origins of Western thought, which by the way coincide with the origin Geometry.ii

Abstraction, as Damisch rightly distinguishes, is a mode of operation that lies outside of any
notion of ‘abstract art.’ It has touched almost all disciplines and human activities, “from the
most elementary forms of measurement and calculation to the most ethereal mathematics and
from logic and philosophy to the natural sciences.”iii Why then, it must be asked, was
abstraction in the visual arts seen as such a disruption, ‘a quarrel’ as Damisch puts it? Partly
because it was seen as ‘unnatural’, as a turning away from nature, outwardly at least (this is
strong in early theorists such as Worringer or Herman Bahr), which for so long had been the
touchstone for art and notions of beauty. It still does not explain the vehemence with which
abstract art was met, again, as Damisch comments:

How are we to understand the fact that painterly abstraction was made the object of
such fervor among its practitioners and in response, awakened such strong resistances,
sustaining so much hatred? To the point if being denounced by the Nazis as ‘Jewish’
and assuming a central place in the catalog of the art vilified as ‘degenerate’; or, in the
United States characterized as ‘un-American’ with some rashly speaking of at as Ellis
Island Art? iv



art and the highly discursive sites of contemporary theory and curatorship each requiring
determined representational frameworks. The landscapes of these discourses often carry with
them (at least as an unspoken given) the narratives of abstract painting’s supposed ‘disgrace’
and, of course, its closure.

Numerous critics from Hal Foster to Boris Groys have bemoaned the pluralist reality of
contemporary art (where nothing is ‘at stake’); and yet it seems that the only alternative they
propose is a lurch constantly towards the demystification of art and its contexts. Groys has
even suggested the adoption of an ‘art-atheism’, the practice of which, “would be to understand
artworks not as incarnations, but as mere documents, illustrations or significations.”xi While
this points to what Jean-Francois Lyotard, years ago, referred to as the ‘cultural’ as opposed to
art per se (always indeterminate, according to Lyotard, in its relation to the cultural), Groys, on
the other hand, believes that in reducing the art work to a discursive ‘prop’, it would lead to a
more secular triggering of both imagination and engagement amongst spectators. In this way
objects and images are required to articulate a new form of ‘picture-purpose’ to reuse
Reinhardt’s phrase. Lurking in such a position is the old argument (which I broadly agree with
up to a point) of art being both materialist and linguistic. But abstraction, seen from this
perspective, and perhaps because of its particular roots, is all too often viewed with suspicion:
‘eternal forms’, muteness, spirituality, elitism, its extraction from reality, or autonomous
differentiation, and its supposed ideological fog - these are the clichés projected onto its
practices, and each questionable in the present context.

Painting, in particular abstract painting, will always come off badly in any neo-Benjaminian
critique. Looked at baldly in this light it is hard not to agree with Gerhard Richter’s idea of
painting as ‘pure idiocy’xii – which he suggests as a paradox. Adorno, one of the few philosophers
to be really critically engaged in the actual making of aesthetic production, puts it another way:

Aura is not only – as Benjamin claimed – the here and now of the artwork, it is whatever
goes beyond its factual givenness, its content; one cannot abolish it and still want art.
Even demystified artworks are more than what is literally the case. The ‘exhibition
value’ that supplants ‘cult value’ is an imago of the exchange process. Art that devotes
itself to its exhibition value is ruled by the exchange process […]xiii

This “more than what is literally the case” has always been a bone of contention to those sniffing
out the ideological apparatus of art; also, no doubt, those partaking in ‘art-atheism.’ This does
not mean that the ‘excessive’, fundamentally illusionistic and fictional spaces of painting (and
in fact all art practice as Adorno would have it) are about blind belief; rather, in the latter, it is
about engaging with the paradoxical nature of making. This is why Reinhardt was never totally
claimed by those seeking him for either minimalism or conceptualism. He remained a painter,
engaged in its paradoxical nature (for example, the writings revolve around, remain adjacent

his ‘needling’ witty postcards and cartoons, as forming parts of a whole, then it is possible to
sense a complex dialogue around abstraction: a sequence of negative dialectics at work. Theodor
Adorno once pointed out that the bourgeois ideal of a regulated ascetic working life which is
contrasted with a hedonistic ‘richness’ garnered from art was, in fact, the wrong way around:
life should be rich and art ascetic. Reinhardt in his own way exemplifies this in his strict
compartmentalization of his practice and life, while adopting something of a position as a moral
conscience of modernism, with his hatred of business, careerism, and even ‘success’ (much to
the bemusement of those watching his own career rise shortly before his death in the mid 60s). 

Being an abstract painter from the beginning, (he was elected to membership of the American
Abstract Artists group when he was twenty-three in 1937), Reinhardt’s productive output from
the 1930s reflects a slow absorption and assimilation of various abstract trends from the neo-
plastic, collage, painterly calligraphic tendencies, through to the narrowing corridor of his black
paintings, with their strict canon of prohibitions. Perhaps more than any other painter of his
generation he encapsulates, in Damisch’s more general terms, the fact that abstraction is, “The
weft of the story of Modern Art, or more exactly: of being its disgrace, insofar as its determining
concept coincides with the closure of this story.”ix So often Reinhardt’s work has been seen as
this vanishing point, a full stop, both in terms of modernism itself, as well as painting’s ‘flagship’
embroilment with it. With his oft-quoted remark, “I’m merely making the last painting which
anyone can make”x the artist himself would seem to further emphasize that full stop. Hence
the relevance of his work for the emergent minimalist and conceptual scenes, but also for the
‘end of painting’ argument that certainly doesn’t need repeating here. But it does lead to certain
questions for the present context of this exhibition: for example in prefacing this show does
Reinhardt’s cartoon’s have any relevance today apart from the historical? 

In the 1940s abstract art as a practice had been around for only 30 or so years. What was met,
then, with incomprehension, irritation, mockery or outrage (even from quarters of the art
establishment), would be more liable now to meet with indifference. Abstraction is no longer
a sign for all that is at the forefront of the outrageously modern as it once was; its role, in that
sense, long overtaken by other modes and forms of practice. This is part and parcel of Damisch’s
allusion to its seeming ‘disgrace’: its lost utopianism giving way to the closure of its historical
moment. So, if Reinhardt’s cartoon embodied the social and aesthetic split abstract painting
necessitated in its ascendancy as a mode, then what now? Certainly, abstraction requires a
new context and only through examining current practice in exhibitions like this can new critical
frameworks arise. But Reinhardt’s cartoon still hits an important point: namely, the questions
around representation and abstraction which remain a thorny issue on many levels, too complex
to rehearse in detail here; this points to the difficulty of how we access meaning from a visual
work, which carry through from Reinhardt to the present. The expectation of the work ‘to be
about…’ is one that persists perhaps more than ever. This probity is not the kind of philistinism
that Reinhardt thought he was fighting, but perhaps more the legacy of both post-conceptual



to, but never completely address nor close down, the paintings); Reinhardt’s paintings are
infinitely more than his textual notations for them, despite the ‘negative’ operational strategy
of denying composition, colour, parts, space that underpin his writing - on an experiential level,
as Reinhardt was well aware, these are actually accentuated, albeit in the half light of the
darkened corridor of his later production. 

While Reinhardt’s inherent search for purity of form and the experience of an absolutist
autonomy may well seem alien to the current landscape of abstract painting, his practice
essentially shares with those dedicated to exploring abstract form the basic reality of the
painterly processes: the negotiation of material, method and controlled repetition. Elements
of play, subtle connections with the world at large (a ‘relative autonomy’), and renegotiation of
geometric procedures mark out the work in the present exhibition. These forms no longer point
to any neo-Platonic essentialist sign of the geometrical as the unchanging or eternal, but rather
‘graphs’ or ‘topologies’xiv – forms which can endlessly be refigured, reminding us that painting
itself is the work of transformation, where its meaning can still be found “in the actual painting
activity” itself, just as much as the narratives which are currently encircling and defining
contemporary art practices.

i See Worringer, Wilhelm, Abstraction and Empathy,1963, Routledge Kegan and Paul, London, pp.3-25
ii Damisch, Hubert, ‘Remarks on Abstraction’, trans. Rosalind Krauss, October 127 Winter 2009, p. 136
iii Ibid., p. 140
iv Ibid. This last statement refers to the site of New York’s old immigration station at Ellis Island. P. 134
v Reich’s Listen Little Man was published in 1948. Reich, an ex-communist and psychoanalyst, wrote this text 

in exasperation at aggressive, and often misunderstood, denunciations and resistances to his admittedly 
eccentric experiments and ideas. Hounded in his later years, he was incarcerated at Ellis Island in 1941, 
dying in an American prison later in 1957. 

vi Reinhardt, Ad, ‘Abstraction vs Illustration’, 1943, in Art-as-Art: The Selected Writings of Ad Reinhardt, ed. 
Rose,B.Documents of 20th Art, 1975, New York, Viking, p.49

vii Ibid., p.49
viii Ibid., p.48
ix Damisch, 2009 p.135
x Reinhardt, Ad. ‘An interview with Ad Reinhardt’, 1965 in Art-as-Art: The Selected Writings of Ad Reinhardt, 

p.13
xi Groys, Boris, Art Power, Cambridge: MIT Press, 2008, p.48
xii This quote from Richter was used by Douglas Crimp in his famous ‘The End of Painting’ essay. 

See October 16, Spring 1981,pp. 69-86
xiii Adorno,T.W., Aesthetic Theory, trans. Robert Hullot-Kentor, University of Minnesota: Continuum, 1997, 

p. 56
xiv Damisch makes this point strongly in ‘Remarks on Abstraction’ by looking at the notion of the graph rather 

than sign: “The graph doesn’t lead to any signified; in its very linearity, it is the vector of an operation”, p.149



Daniel Sturgis

A Matter of Trust 2011  acrylic on canvas  41 x 52 cm



Alex Gene Morrison

Portal 2011  oil on canvas  35 x 25 cm
(opposite: studio)



Trevor Sutton

Modern Music 2011  oil and paper on board  94 x 64 cm



Hazel Chalk

follow the procession 2010  oil on canvas  31 x 41 cm



Biggs & Collings

Studio



Carol Robertson

Starstream 2011  oil on canvas  71 x 82 cm



Gina Medcalf

Fla 2010  acrylic on canvas  69 x 46 cm   
(opposite: studio)



Stewart Geddes

Treen 2011  acrylic and collage on wood panel  23 x 30 cm   



Andrew Bick

Studio



Roger Kelly

Shroud 2012  oil on canvas  65 x 56 cm



Dan Hays

Late Snow 2011  oil on canvas  122 x 163 cm
(opposite: detail)



Vanessa Jackson

Close Up 2011  oil on canvas  46 x 46 cm   



Francesca Simon

Transformed: ii 2012  acrylic and graphite on canvas  56 x 43 cm
(opposite: studio)



Caroline List

Spectral Field 2012  oil and alkyd on canvas on board  65 cm diameter   



James Ryan

Untitled 2011  acrylic on canvas  75 x 100 cm   



Katrina Blannin

Studio



Ben Cove

Crosses and Quadrangles 2011  oil and chinagraph pencil on linen  36 x 36 cm
Courtesy: Ine Gevers   



Andrew Bick was born in 1963 in Coleford. He lives
and works in London. Education: 1988 Chelsea School
of Art & Design, MA Painting; 1986 University of
Reading, Fine Art Department, BA; 2007 Henry Moore
Institute, Leeds, Research Fellowship. Teaches in
various colleges, including University of Gloucestershire
and Kingston University, to PhD level.

DT   on combining aesthetic and conceptual resolution in
painting …

AB: It’s possible to create aesthetic resolution and feel
it’s too easy; similarly, a conceptual approach can fail
through the lack of an intelligent materiality. What I am
making gets tested almost to destruction, intellectually
and technically; paradoxically the formal aesthetic
element works best when nearly thrown away. 

DT on the difference between the earlier paintings which
sat solidly in real space and the present ones where angled
forms suggest an illusion of internal movement …

AB: Previously, details gradually got more obscure as
layers were added. That aspect of looking through the
work is now deconstructed: the ground is often left
partly visible in the finished state. Analysing the
instability inherent in the process of realizing work
becomes part of its outcome. Contradiction is important
to this; an optically distant shape, in terms of colour
temperature or quasi-perspectival position, conversely
often becomes the nearest physical element, by being
the thickest layer of encaustic. Everything that was built
up in the earlier work gets broken down and
reassembled; the fact that works are superficially more
like conventional painting is a nice irony.

Condensed from an interview between Andrew Bick and
David Thorp, curator, December 2011.

Biggs & Collings live and work in Norfolk and
France. Emma Biggs studied Fine Art at Leeds
University in the 1970s. She set up the Mosaic
Workshop and is Senior Tutor in Mosaic at West Dean
College. Matthew Collings studied painting at Byam
Shaw in the 1970s and completed an MA at Goldsmiths
in1992. He has written many books and presented
television on art for Channel 4 and the BBC. They
began collaborating in 2001. 

As painters we’re interested in forms in visual art going
back a long time. The decoration in churches and
mosques responded to the building’s architecture. In the
first case it was elaborated into sign-like representations
distributed around the place, and in the second it took
the form of pure pattern (derived from three sources:
script, stylised foliage and pure geometry). The shapes
of arches, domes and pillars generated the rhythms,
divisions and incidents of the art. Worshippers expected
an appropriate visual environment, one that at the same
time had its own internal reality, pulsing and vibrating,
repeating and varying, arriving at a symmetry full of
unpredictable richness, so it appeared to shift and break
down and re-order itself as you looked. (No doubt
Solomon’s temple in Jerusalem a thousand years before
Christ was just as good.) Theosophical abstracts by
Mondrian are as ambitious as this, and Paul Klee
discovered his sense of visual musicality by painting
watercolours of a mosque. We identify with these
personal engagements with materials and ideas by
modernists who believed that style is just a vehicle. They
put a lot of awkward labour into what they did. They
placed one thing next to another, created a vibration,
made it make sense, and believed it went back forever.

A R T I S T  S TAT E M E N T S



Katrina Blannin was born in 1963 in London. She
lives and works in London. Education: 1997 Royal
College of Art, MA; 1987 Portsmouth Polytechnic, BA
Fine Art.

In making Pink (diptych, studio right) I followed a
methodology that has evolved over time. The starting
point is always a squared grid, which provides the frame
for a kind of ‘diagram’ of geometric shapes. It’s a
systematic approach and I am searching for a balanced
arrangement with a compelling, visual sense or
something that artists such as Mary Martin would
describe as ‘internal logic’. Sometimes there are playful
elements but in making a diptych I have mirroring or
ghost images in mind. Once I start a painting I work
more instinctively in relation to tone and colour nuance.
The painted panels are applied in glazes, some multi-
layered, others much thinner, often allowing the texture
of the linen to play an integral role in the final piece.
Whatever my intention at the start, and however closely
I adhere to my plan, the finished work is never
completely as envisaged. It’s the surprise in a painting
that is important, its Gestalt, or ability to be more than
the sum of its parts, and that power to surprise is what
compels me to continue. 

Hazel Chalk was born in 1986 in High Wycombe. She
lives and works in Bedfordshire. Education: 2010,
Central Saint Martins, MA Fine Art; 2008
Loughborough University, BA Fine Art: Painting.

Hazel Chalk’s paintings are explorations of fractured
spaces in imaginary landscapes. She works until the
painting process becomes intuitive and each previous
action dictates the next. The process of repainting and
editing is repeated until the canvas seems to suggest the
presence of a structural space. Although the paintings
are often dominated by solid geometric structures, the
painted space often remains disjointed and inoperable;
connecting pieces are deliberately misplaced so that the
space is suggestive of possibilities - in painting one can
remain the optimist.

Ben Cove was born in 1974 in Wiltshire. He lives and
works in London. Education: 2008 Goldsmiths College,
MFA Fine Art; 2001 Sheffield Hallam University, BA
Fine Art; 1995 University of Nottingham, BA
Architecture.

Ben Cove’s paintings stem from two apparently
conflicting urges: to follow the seductive pull of flat
geometric abstraction on the one hand, and a desire to
evoke solid representational form on the other. He is
interested in practices which draw upon disparate
references: Le Corbusier’s late projects which marry a
machine-age language with vernacular influences, or
Sun Ra’s big band jazz which coupled Ancient Egyptian
imagery with the promise of interstellar travel.

The play between flatness and depth along with the use
of the drawn line in Cove’s work owes much to the
language of architectural drawing, particularly schemes
created in the first half of the twentieth century.
Utilising geometry and symbolic motifs, his work depicts
forms and spaces with a faux sense of depth that rest
on, or slip off the edges of the canvas.

Stewart Geddes was born in 1961. He lives and
works in Bristol. Education: 1983 Bristol Polytechnic;
2007 Royal College of Art, practice led research project.
He has held various teaching posts including Head of
Painting at Cardiff College of Art and Design.

Stewart Geddes is interested in the idea of
irretrievability in relation to the Modernist project. In a
language that owes much to his interest in Cubist
collage, he combines fragments of text, flat opaque paint
and distressed surfaces in constructing paintings that
explore the notion of the modern ruin, ruins that were
only recently the last word in newness.

Dan Hays was born in 1966 in London. He lives and
works in London. Education: 2012 Kingston University,
PhD in Fine Art, 1990 Goldsmith’s College, BA Fine
Art. 1997 Dan Hays won the 20th John Moores
Liverpool painting prize.

Late Snow is based on a photograph of snow-covered
pine trees in the Auvergne region in France. The forest
looms beyond the house in which my father Bill lived
through the last twelve years of his life. The last
photograph I have of him was taken on the same day in
2006.

It is a landscape I know intimately, all its forest tracks
and streams. It has offered an experiential ground for
my collectively titled Colorado Impressions project over
the last decade. This is a series of paintings based on
low-resolution images from the US state, gleaned from
ski resort and traffic web-cameras, and the website of
another Dan Hays living in the Rocky Mountain
backwoods – places never visited, except through the
shimmering surface of the computer screen.

In contrast, Late Snow represents a ‘real’ place almost
abstracted out of existence by a blizzard of pixellated
snow. The apparently grey-scale scene, at the threshold
of visibility, quickly disappears on the viewer’s approach:
not into nothingness, but a tangible matrix of exuberant,
noisy colour.

Vanessa Jackson was born in 1953. She lives and
works in London. Education: 1978 Royal College of Art,
MA; 1975 St Martins School of Art, BA. She is currently
Senior Tutor at the Royal Academy Schools, was MA
and Research Tutor at the Royal College of Art 1993 –
2007, and Head of Painting at Winchester School of Art
1988 – 97.

On first reading, Vanessa Jackson appears to take the
most formal approach to painting, but her use of
geometry and its three dimensional function deny the
supposed flatness of modernist space. Jackson’s work
explores the contradiction of a fully realised space at
once pertaining to logic and completeness and
uncertainty and unease. The ornamental and optical
play of colour acts both to confirm and confuse our
sense of perception, constantly shifting between
concrete presence and the ambiguity of space beyond
our grasp. Jackson destabilises the very ‘ground’ we most
desire, a sense of security and belonging.

Roger Kelly was born in1973 in Nottingham. He lives
and works in London. Education: 1997 Chelsea School
of Art & Design, MA. 

Roger Kelly’s intricately drawn paintings are achieved
through processes of reduction and reproduction. Initial
manipulation of photographic source material to remove
all tonal quality produces a plan or map from which he
makes his delicate pictorial constructs. Contrasting
themes coalesce beneath fragmented colour palettes:
construction and destruction; the man made and the
ephemeral; the digital and the analogue.

In using the structures of existing art languages, situated
within abstraction and figuration, he attempts to create
fractured forms that refer to the past, the present and
the future, and yet betray themselves as being merely
the sum of their parts, limited by both their manufacture
and material.

Caroline List lives and works in London. Education:
1988 Chelsea School of Art & Design, MA Painting;
1986 Portsmouth Polytechnic, BA Fine Art.

My recent paintings explore spatial colour planes against
infinite grounds. Painterly abstract pourings are the
starting point for the work. These material coagulations
refer to elemental collision, suggesting natural and
unnatural phenomena. In some of the paintings I use a
tondo format in reference to Renaissance or Baroque
landscape painting. In a contemporary context, however,
the round format refers to viewing through from the
subjective point of view of the observer. I have used this
framing as a visual device to question the Kantian notion
of the sublime landscape and to re-position it in the
subjective experience of the observer. The works suggest
a dark intergalactic space, which Edmund Burke refers
to as the infinite sublime, evoking an unknowable terror
or a sense of uncertainty of where we stand in space and
what is before us.



Gina Medcalf was born in 1941 in North Wales. She
lives and works in London. Education: 1969 Central
School of Art and Design, NDD. 1994 – 2006 Senior
Lecturer at Kingston University; currently Associate
Lecturer in Fine Art at UAL, Chelsea.

Glass paint pots contain the colours. Seven colours. The
length is one and a half times the width. The sequence
of colours is particular and worked out ahead of the
making. The palette of colours is changed every month
or so, the permutations of red yellow blue green to be
seen as they are and as they are intermixed.

The colours in Fla came from a relief construction of
plywood, paper and transparent acid-yellow acrylic. The
interior journey between the construction and the canvas
created a tension that helped generate the painting.

I go and look at diverse painting. It takes time to
assimilate: throw out the old, wait for the essential,
which will be used or avoided. In the last two weeks in
London I have been influenced by the grit in early
Richter abstract paintings, the constancy in Tomma Abts
and whatever it is that makes me return to Vermeer’s
Lacemaker again and again and which resists
deciphering.

Alex Gene Morrison was born in 1975 in
Birmingham. He lives and works in London. Education:
2002 Royal College of Art, MA Painting; 2000 City &
Guilds of London Art School, BA Fine Art.

Alex Gene Morrison employs a highly personalised
language in order to engage with a universal cosmology.
Totemic forms advance and recede to suggest an outer
worldliness that is somehow beyond and even pre or post
human. Morrison creates an inter-dimensional realm
that is at times enticing and at other times foreboding.
Complimentary and subtle colour combinations might
project stillness and harmony whilst abrasive, electric
codes suggest the clinical, infirm or incubatory.
Geometric portals, gateways and fissures convey a
journey, a point of crossing over from one state to
another.

Whilst nodding towards now retro futuristic film such
as Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey, Morrison
also references 20th century abstract painting. Glimpses
of Kazimir Malevich, Ad Reinhardt or Josef Albers can
be traced in Morrison’s layering of form and colour.

There is an acute awareness of the materiality of paint
where subtle shifts in tone, texture and direction of
application combine to create spatial and perspectival
shifts; and underpainting and repainting bring our
attention to the built surface. An inquiry into the
equivocal, therefore, is underpinned by a rigorous
investigation into paint itself.

Carol Robertson was born in 1955 in Berkshire. She
lives and works in London. Education: 2003 – 08
UWIC, Cardiff, Research Fellowship in Painting; 1981
Chelsea School of Art, MA Fine Art; 1978 Cardiff
College of Art, BA Fine Art. 1983 – 2003 Visiting
Lecturer, Cardiff School of Art & Design UWIC.

Carol Robertson paints multi-coloured, compass-drawn
arcs and circles over stained and poured grounds.
Unstructured colour fields create spatial environments
for arcs to collide and cross over in their individual
orbits: they traverse the paintings like light trails,
recording connective flashes of chance and coincidence.
In recent years she has become less interested in fixed,
enduring motifs and presently responds more and more
to a state of flux and impermanence. Her work now
records notions of transience and change; akin to the
myriad and random details that curve across one’s vision,
ephemeral and fleeting. While remaining rooted within
reductive abstract conventions, the work draws
informally upon architecture, landscape and the
environment. Starstream draws its title from observing
the night sky whilst working in southern France on an
artist residency in 2010.

James Ryan was born 1982 in Leeds. He lives and
works in London. Education: 2007 Royal College of Art,
MA. 

James Ryan’s paintings focus on the exploration of an
implied three-dimensional space onto a physical two-
dimensional surface. There is a dexterity in the paint
handling suggestive of architectural surfaces in twilight;
colours are muted yet luminescent. Originating from
simple line drawings or a photograph, each painting is
created using the same repetitive process of overlaid,
transparent geometric forms that are allowed to develop
intuitively by straying away from their source material,
resulting in images with their own irregular logic. These
are paintings that unravel, inviting the viewer slowly to
decipher and navigate their own path through
contradictory planes of colour. 

Francesca Simon was born in 1953 in Singapore.
She lives and works in London and North Yorkshire.
Education: 2010 Central Saint Martins, MA Fine Art;
2005 City & Guilds of London Art School, BA Fine Art;
1975 University of Cambridge, Newnham College, BA.

Transformed: ii is a record of the time it took to make it,
each process undertaken leaving a physical trace of time
past. The painting you see, an irregular grid, almost
concealed below the surface, disrupted by a sharply
drawn triangular window, revealing the black and white
of an earlier state, and surmounted by the roughly drawn
circle, is what is left, a kind of palimpsest where traces
of the past combine with marks made later to form the
final composition.

As much as the painting reflects my interest in
producing a physical object that is about its own history,
my overriding intention is that this painting should
achieve a meditative quality through its surface
complexity, muted colours and simple composition.
Transformed: ii succeeds or fails by its power to draw the
viewer in; and the composition, which is an abstract
distillation, hopes to succeed through its economy of
expression.

Daniel Sturgis was born in 1966 in London. He lives
and works in London. Education: 1994 Goldsmiths
College, MA Fine Art; 1989 Camberwell College of
Arts, BA Fine Art. He is currently Director in Painting
at Camberwell College of Arts. In 2010 he was a John
Moores prizewinner.

It is the great virtue of Daniel Sturgis’s paintings that they
use the perceived impasse in modernist abstract painting
as a springboard to enter an area where hybridity is not
negative or disruptive but a source of wit, beauty and even
harmony. As he said of these paintings ‘things become in
agreement, reconciled and politely positioned together.’
There is a balance despite the divergent references from
art, contemporary culture, abstraction and design. They
are brought together and share a common ground.
Tony Godfrey, 2009 

Trevor Sutton was born in 1948 in Romford, Essex.
He lives and works in London. Education: 2000 – 2003
Chelsea College of Art & Design, Research Fellow; 1972
Birmingham Polytechnic; 1971 Hornsey College of Art.
From 1973 to 2000 he was Senior Lecturer in Painting
at Chelsea College of Art & Design.

Trevor Sutton’s recent work has returned to the grid;
collaged elements on partially painted board make
implicit connections with architectural form and detail.
Here he makes particular reference to traditional
Japanese screens used for dividing interior spaces.
However, his practice has always allowed for the poetic
surprises induced by influences such as music or
landscape: the sensual connecting with the formal. His
non-figurative images echo the real world but never
imitate it, like abstract rhythms making visual music.
The paintings have a visible history of colour and gesture
but their physicality and flaws become ordered,
restrained by the hierarchy of the grid. His colour is
intuitive and reactive, encouraging shifting patterns and
rhythms between open and divided space, between
opaque and transparent section. 

Each work seeks to balance an ordered ritualistic
process with one of the unanticipated delights of play.
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abstract critical is a not-for-profit organisation providing an active critical forum for anyone interested in abstract art.
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